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Introduction
Developing predictive models of multiphase flow and reactive transport at the pore scale is a challenge common to diverse science areas. Increasingly, it has become more important in subsurface flow and transport research due to its relevance to research areas such as contaminant and colloidal (reactive) transport and multiphase flow. As stated by Lichtner and Kang [38] , integrated effects of the pore scale processes are taken into account through various effective constitutive relations for (relative) permeability, dispersivity, and tortuosity. One of the goals of pore-scale simulations is to obtain parameter values for these constitutive relations through upscaling. Other pore-scale modeling goals identified by Lichtner and Kang [38] are identification of key parameters and physicochemical processes controlling macroscopic phenomena, validation of continuum descriptions, and determination of appropriate forms of the continuum formulation for approximation of the pore-scale results.
Numerical modeling of pore-scale (multiphase) flow and transport is an active research area (e.g., [6, 26, 40, 43, 51] ). Joekar-Niasar et al. [27] provide an overview of recent porescale modeling contributions, a discussion of their achievements, and perspectives on future research. However, with the exception of a few studies [3, 19, 60, 61, 63] , direct comparisons between pore-scale experiments and simulations have been limited. Some of the reasons experimental data have not been used extensively so far to test pore-scale models are related to quality and reproducibility issues with available micromodels. However, rapid advances in microfabrication [32] and imaging [57] have led to the development of experimental procedures ensuring high quality, reproducible results. Several of the advances described in the Karadimitriou and Hassanizadeh [32] and Werth et al. [57] review papers have been implemented in the new microfluidics laboratory at the Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory (EMSL) at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) and include wettability surface modification [21] , the use of solvatochromic dyes to differentiate between two immiscible fluids [22] , and coating surfaces with reactive materials [39] . Micromodels fabricated in the EMSL have recently been used in, among others, porescale oocyte transport [39] , multiphase displacement [16] , supercritical CO 2 injection [55] , uranium transport [19] , and calcium carbonate precipitation [7] .
Numerical pore-scale models use a variety of computational approaches, and each has strengths in areas such as accuracy, computational speed, or scalability. Because of the different numerical approaches, there is a strong benefit in benchmarking these models against experimental data sets. Such benchmark challenges would highlight relative strengths of each approach and serve to accelerate progress in the field. Given the recent improvements in micromodel fabrication and experimental procedures, the EMSL microfluidics laboratory has the tools to conduct such benchmark experiments. Recently, a Pore-scale Modeling Challenge Workshop was held at the EMSL, attended by a large number of pore-scale modelers and experimentalists, with the primary goal of defining a series of benchmarking experiments to support model development. Participants concluded that experiments should cover three main areas: nonreactive solute transport, reactive transport, and multiphase flow [25] . Furthermore, the benchmarking sets should include "learning" pore-scale experiments, for which all results are made available, to calibrate numerical models, and "challenge" experiments designed to numerically predict results without knowledge of the experimental results. The experimental nonreactive transport sets were made available to the modeling community in late 2012 and simulation results of challenge experiments were submitted by six modeling groups in 2013. The reactive transport and multiphase experimental data will be made available in the first half of 2014, with a request to submit simulation results shortly thereafter. In this paper, the nonreactive transport experimental results and simulations efforts from the six modeling groups are described. Comparisons of numerical and experimental results for reactive transport and multiphase flow will be presented in two additional papers.
The nonreactive solute transport benchmark experiments reported in this paper focus on transverse dispersion. Transverse mixing is of great importance to contaminant transport as it influences reactions at the edges of solute plumes in groundwater [12] and mass transfer across the capillary fringe [34] . Bijeljic and Blunt [5] stated that, even in the absence of chemical reaction, the prediction of dispersion coefficient dependence on pore-water velocity and grain size remains a significant challenge. Both flow velocity and grain size are components of the Peclet number (Pe = vd/D m ,v is linear water velocity, d is average grain size,D m is molecular diffusion coefficient) and the relation between the transverse dispersion coefficient and Pe has been the topic of several recent studies (e.g., [10, 26, 51] ). Hochstetler et al. [26] commented that experimental findings by Chiogna et al. [10] , who showed a nonlinear dispersion dependence on Pe, reflect physical processes occurring at the pore scale, and that pore-scale models are important tools to capture the relevant physical mechanisms. Insufficient mixing at the pore-scale has often been mentioned as a main factor limiting mass transfer and transformation (e.g., [26, 60] ). However, some modeling approaches, such as pore-network methods, employ a perfect mixing assumption in pores (e.g., [2, 37] ) and would overestimate observed transverse dispersion at higher Pe numbers. An experimental focus on transverse dispersion would potentially provide the necessary data to modify those models.
Despite the numerous pore-scale studies on solute dispersion available in the literature, only limited testing against pore-scale experimental data has occurred. To our knowledge, only Willingham et al. [59, 60] have reported efforts to simulate a limited set of micromodel nonreactive solute transport experiments. Experimentally, the focus on transverse dispersion in micromodels has the advantage that steady-state images can be analyzed, providing flexibility in the use of flow rates and pore networks.
Four sets of experiments were performed, and each set varied in one of the following parameter values: flow velocity, grain size, pore-aspect ratio, and flow-focusing heterogeneity. In the solute transport experiments described by Willingham et al. [59, 60] , the flow velocities were not varied, although the authors commented on the large effect this parameter would have on transverse mixing and dispersion. Through numerical modeling, Willingham et al. [59] demonstrated that grain size and interfacial contact area may have a large effect on transverse mixing. In a separate theoretical study, Werth et al. [56] showed the degree of converging and diverging streamlines can result in enhanced mixing in the direction transverse to primary flow. The pore aspect ratio, defined as the pore body to pore throat dimensionless ratio, influences transverse mixing because streamlines converge in pore throats and diverge in pore bodies. In smaller pore throats, fluid and contaminants mix more efficiently in the transverse direction [64] . The effects of heterogeneity, in the form of flow-focusing channels, were investigated by Willingham et al. [60] , and it was concluded that enhanced mixing was a strong function of the fraction of flow through the preferential flow zones.
A total of five pore-scale models and one continuum model were used to simulate the four challenge experiments. In the next section, the experimental procedures are explained, followed by a discussion of the experimental results. After that, the six numerical simulators are described, with an emphasis on how the learning experiments modified the modeling approaches. Finally, comparisons of experimental and numerical results are discussed.
Experiments and procedures
A schematic of the micromodel setup is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of two separate inlet channels connected to an approximately 2 cm × 1 cm (length × width) pore network, followed by an outlet. A total of eight different micromodels were used for the 12 experiments ( Table 1) . The experiments were categorized into four sets, with each set consisting of three experiments performed by changing only one variable, i.e., I. Darcy velocity, II. Post (grain) diameter, III. Pore-aspect ratio, and IV. Flow-focusing heterogeneity. Information on micromodel dimensions, pore geometry, porosity, and permeability is listed in Table 1 . The terms post diameter, pore-body size, pore-throat size, and pore-aspect ratio are illustrated in Fig. 2 . Imposed flow rates, velocities, and computed Peclet numbers are shown in Table 2 . Sets II, III, and IV were designed for the average linear water velocity (v = Darcy velocity / porosity) to be the same in each set. Related permeability values were obtained by measuring pressure drops across the models for various imposed flow rates. Using the Darcy equation, hydraulic conductivities were computed by multiplying the slope of the obtained flow rate vs. pressure drop relation and the length of the micromodel.
All experiments, except for Exp. IV-b and Exp. IV-c, were conducted with micromodels containing a homogeneous pore structure, consisting of a periodic array of uniformly spaced and identically sizes posts (grains). In Exp. IV-b, two distinct post (grain) sizes are used in a periodic model, as shown in Fig. 3(A) . The heterogeneous micromodel used for Exp. IV-c, with a high-permeability flow-focusing path located in the center of the upstream a Average of porosity low permeability zone and porosity flow focusing zone (Fig. 3b) half of the micromodel, is shown in Fig. 3b . The geometry of the lower permeability zones on either end of this high-permeability path is the same as for Exp. IV-b. Standard photolithography techniques and inductively coupled plasma-deep reactive ion etching (ICPDRIE) were used to fabricate the micromodels from silicon. Details can be found in Chomsurin and Werth [11] and Willingham et al. [59] . The fabricated networks were heated to 1,100°C under oxygen for 1 h to grow a thin oxide layer (∼0.1 μm). The final step was to anodically bond a cover sheet of Pyrex glass to the etched micromodel to seal the flow channels. The micromodels, with length L and width W , were positioned horizontally for the experiments. The inlet and outlet planes are located at x = 0 and x = L cm, respectively. The longitudinal centerline through the model is located y = 0 cm, with boundaries in the y-direction at y = ½ W and y = −½ W . Prior to each experiment, the micromodel was first flushed with CO 2 gas to facilitate subsequent saturation by water, followed by >100 pore volumes (PV) of degassed deionized (DI) water. DI water and a 70-μM solution of nonreactive Alexa 488 (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY, USA) were introduced separately into the pore network via the two inlets at equal flow rates. The diffusion coefficient of Alexa 488 in water at the laboratory temperature of 22°C is 4.3 × 10 −10 m 2 /s [45] . Constant flow through the micromodel was maintained using a pair of high-precision ISCO pumps (Teledyne ISCO Inc., model 100DM). All experiments were performed in triplicate, with the averages reported in this contribution.
Mixing between the two solutions was imaged at selected time intervals until the mixing zone reached steady state. All micromodel images were acquired with a Nikon Eclipse 2000 TE epifluorescent microscope using a ×10 inverted objective (with image resolutions 0.65 μm) and reflected differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy. The pixel fluorescent intensity was assumed to be a linear function of the dye concentration, as has been demonstrated by Willingham et al. [59] and Zhang et al. [64] . For similar microscope settings and image acquisition times, average errors in dye concentrations were less than 2 %. The microscope is equipped with an automated stage (Prior Scientific Instrument) and a monochrome digital charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, both connected to a computer and controlled by NIS-Elements imaging software. Depending on the observed spreading in the micromodel, a minimum of 25 × 5 separate images were taken at each time point to capture the mixing zone. An additional image from outside the pore network area was also acquired, and applied to each image to correct for nonuniform illumination. Next, the separate images were montaged to form a single image, which captured the center of the pore network where mixing occurred. Finally, montaged images (0.65 μm resolution) were analyzed for intensity and converted to dimensionless concentrations to quantitatively evaluate mixing. Tables 1 and 2 , the dimensionless concentrations for the two learning experiments were provided to the modelers at seven transects, located at approximately 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 cm from the inlet (Fig. 1) . The provided transects all went through the center of a pore body on the center line at y = 0, and therefore, the exact position in the x-directions varies slightly from the mentioned transect locations. For the challenge experiments, only the information listed in Table 2 was given. The modelers were asked to conduct blind simulations and submit dimensionless concentration data at these transects and 2D figures of the steady-state concentrations.
To obtain transverse dispersion coefficients (D t ), an analytical solution to the advection-dispersion equation was fitted to the experimental and numerical results. Assuming a homogeneous system and parallel flow, the error function solution [13] applies to the imposed conditions: where C o is the dimensionless concentration (=1.0) of the Alexa 488 dye along half of the micromodel inlet, y is the transverse direction (y = 0 at the horizontal mixing line), D t is the transverse dispersion coefficient, x is the distance from the inlet, and v is the average linear velocity. The analytical solution is rigorously valid for a continuum description of solute transport [51] and has been used to fit pore-scale modeling results by e.g., Acharya et al. [1] and Willingham et al. [60] . The fitting procedure is based on the minimization of nonlinear least squares and used only data between the micromodel posts (grains). Apparent dispersivity (α t ) values were subsequently obtained by using
where τ is the tortuosity factor, which was set equal to the porosity [4] .
Experimental results
A color image representing dimensionless concentrations for Exp. I-a is shown in Fig. 4 . The figure is typical for each of the experiments as it shows increased dispersion with distance from the inlet. The zoomed-in plots at the A, B, and C locations show that the C/C o = 0.5 concentration contour is located at y = 0 cm, indicating that there is no bias in the advective flow pattern over the experimental pore network. The dispersion pattern shown in Fig. 4 is consistent with experiments shown by Willingham et al. [60] and numerical results obtained by Garmeh et al. [20] and Rolle et al. [51] . Concentration plots at four distances from the inlet show the increased transverse dispersion with distance ( Fig. 5a ) and mixing effects at the pore body scale (Fig. 5b) . The zoomed-in plot for the central pore body (y = 0) illustrates the increased mixing with residence time.
Near the inlet at x = 0.25 cm, the maximum C/C o difference over the pore body is approximately 0.35. Near the outlet at x = 1.75 cm, this difference has decreased as a result of mixing to less than 0.2. [51] numerically showed incomplete mixing resulting in pore-scale concentration gradients at velocities similar to what was used in the experiments.
To illustrate the effects of the changed variables (i.e., Darcy velocity, post diameter, pore-aspect ratio, flowfocusing heterogeneity) on transverse dispersion, the C/C o values at x = 1.75 cm are shown in Fig. 6 for Experiments I, II, and III and in Fig. 7 for Exp. IV. C/C o values at x = 0.75 and x = 1.75 cm for Exp. IV are presented in Fig. 7 . The plots in Fig. 6a indicate a strong relation between linear velocity and dispersion. At the highest velocity (Exp. I-b), dispersion is only apparent over a total of three pores, with a maximum C/C o difference for the central pore larger than 0.6. A reduction in the velocity results in increased spreading over the micromodel width and mixing in the individual pores. In Fig. 6b , the effects of the post (grain) size are illustrated. For the challenge Exp. II-c, the zero concentrations at the posts are not shown to ensure that the figure is still readable. Although the differences in dispersion are not as pronounced as in Fig. 6a , the results clearly show that for the same linear velocity and porosity, spreading increases with increasing grain size. Figure 6c shows that increasing the pore-aspect ratio has a limited effect on dispersion as all the plots more or less show the same level of spreading. The effects of a flow-focusing channel on dispersion are obvious in Fig. 7 . At x = 0.75 cm, the observed level of spreading is nearly the same for the periodic micromodel used in Exp. IV-a and for the flow-focusing network used in Exp. IV-c. However, at x = 1.75 cm, dispersion in Exp. IV-c is considerably more pronounced. In this figure, it is also of interest to notice that the addition of smaller grain size in Exp. IV-b, compared to Exp. IV-a, sharply reduces the observed spreading.
Fitted D t values to Eq. (1) are listed in Table 2 . The values for sets I, II, and III are the averages for the seven transects (Fig. 1 ). For Exp. IV, the fitted values at x = 0.75 and x = 1.75 cm are shown. The apparent α t values provided in this table are computed using Eq. (2). The α t values for Exp. I show a strong dependence on the imposed velocity, with an increase in α t when the velocity is reduced. The observed dependence illustrates that α t is not a constant for this porous medium, as would be expected according to the classical statistical models of De Josselin de Jong [17] and Saffman [52] , with a predicted value of α t = 3d/16 (56.25 μm). The classical theory's prediction of a linear relation of α t with d did also not materialize in experiment set II. For this set of experiments, Table 2 shows that α t is related to d, but the relation is clearly not linear. For experiment set III, where the pore-aspect ratio is varied, the apparentα t only shows a slight increase with an increasing ratio. The α t values for Exp. IV-c, based on average velocity and porosity values, illustrate the large effect of the flow focusing channel in Exp. IV-c. Near the end of the micromodel at x = 1.75 cm, the apparentα t value is almost three times larger compared to the periodic experiment with the large posts (Exp. IVa). The α t value at x = 0.75 cm in the high-permeability channel for Exp. IV-c is likely considerably smaller than the listed value of 9.2 mm since the actual velocity in this channel is˜3 times larger than the average value shown in Table 2 . Of interest is also the relative low α t value for Exp. IV-b, showing a reduction of a factor of four compared to Exp. IV-a, resulting from the addition of smaller size posts.
Numerical model description, simulation approach, and computational effort
An overview of the six models is shown in Table 3 . The model names are acronyms of institution names and numerical methods used to solve the flow equation.
Sandia National Laboratory-lattice Boltzmann model
The Sandia National Laboratory-lattice Boltzmann (SNL-LB) model uses the lattice Boltzmann (LB) method to solve the steady state Stokes equation for water flow (i.e., interstitial pore velocities) in the micromodels. In the microfluidic pore networks, fluid velocities are small (i.e., Re < < 1), justifying the use of the Stokes equation to obtain the velocity field at the pore scale. In addition, the incompressible fluid assumption can be applied for the conservation of mass. LB simulations were performed using the Palabos software [48] , an open-source parallel LB solver that has been applied to a variety of fluid dynamics problems [18, 49, 62] . A two-dimensional (2D), nine velocity (D2Q9) model with a single relaxation time (e.g., [46] ) was employed in a regular square lattice. No-slip boundary conditions were imposed at all cylinder posts in the micromodel using a bounce-back boundary condition. Along the y = 0 and y = W boundaries in the 2D domain, no-slip boundary conditions were also imposed. A fixed pressure and a zero normal outflow gradient boundary conditions were used along the inlet (x = 0) and outlet (x = L), respectively, and the resulting steady flow field was scaled to the Darcy velocity imposed in the experiments (Table 1) . A finite volume (FV) method was used for reactive transport. This method is an extension of the model developed to simulate biofilm growth [35] , bimolecular reactions [59, 60] , heterogeneous reaction of calcium carbonate [7, 63] , and uranyl phosphate precipitation [19] . A square grid (or lattice) was employed in all simulations as the networks were much easier to discretize with a square cell to match pore diameter and pore body. conditions. For the boundary condition at x = 0 cm, a constant pressure boundary and a flux boundary in combination with varying lengths of inlet regions (i.e., no pore network)
were evaluated. Results of these tests showed that there was no apparent impact of all these conditions on the transverse profile of non-reactive transport. Second, simulations of three other learning experiments (III-a, III-b, and IV-b) were conducted to estimate the convergence of LB simulations up to 2.5 million iterations. For experiments I-c and II-c, 250,000 iterations were sufficient to get a relatively stable flow field for transverse mixing problems, but more iterations were required (˜1 million) for experiments III-c and IV-c. For all challenge experiments, the computational domain includes the central portion of pore network (˜2-cm long and˜0.4-cm wide) and a˜0.1-cm inlet region before the pore network. For water flow, a constant pressure boundary condition was imposed at the inlet and the normal outflow condition at the outlet. For the transport equation the inlet boundary condition was a constant influx (i.e., third type) and the outlet was the normal outflux (i.e., zero concentration gradient). For experiments I-c, II-c, III-c, and IV-c, uniform grid spacings were 5, 1.5, 1, and 2.5 μm, respectively, and pore body dimensions were 180, 54, 138, and 180 μm, respectively. For Exp. III-c, the simulated pore aspect ratio is 14.2 with a pore throat of 9.71 μm. The grid spacing is chosen to ensure that there are eight grid cells (on average) across the pore throat to minimize a numerical error of LB simulations.
The computational cost was relatively low in nonreactive transport simulations ranging from 1 to 15 min on a single processor, but was quite expensive to solve for water flow fields with a grid less than 5 μm. We ran the LB simulations using a local Linux cluster (Intel Zeon CPU at 24.0 GHz) with 32 processors in parallel and the simulation times range from˜1 to 24 h depending on the convergence criteria. It should be noted that the computation efficiency of LB simulations can be improved with domain decomposition methods [36] . An overview of grid cell numbers and run times for the challenge experiments is presented in Table 4 .
University of Illinois/Los Alamos National Laboratory-lattice Boltzmann model
The LB method was also used by the University of Illinois/Los Alamos National Laboratory-lattice Boltzmann model (UI/LANL-LB) model to solve the steady-state flow system. The resulting flow field was then used to solve the concentration field to steady state using the LB method (method 1) and/or a FV-wrap-around method (method 2). Method 1 [38, 67] was implemented over the whole flow cell, making it computationally expensive. Method 2 [1] is implemented over only a strip of the flow cell, considerably reducing the computational cost, but limiting its applicability to flow systems that consist of periodic pore arrays (i.e., Experiments I-c, II-c, and III-c). As results based on the two approaches were almost the same for all experiments in set I, only method 2 was used for sets II and III. To demonstrate the nearly identical solutions obtained with both methods for Exp. I-c, results from both simulations were submitted for this experiment. Since the pore arrays in Exp. IV-c are not periodic, Exp. IV-c could only be simulated using method 1.
The flow field for method 1 was solved using the multiple-relaxation-time (MRT) algorithm, originally proposed by He and Luo [24] , and the concentration field was solved using the technique developed by Zhang et al. [68] . In the solution of the flow field, parabolic velocity profiles were specified at the two inlets ( Fig. 1) with an average flow rate the same as in the experiment and a constant pressure at the outlet. A no-slip boundary was imposed on the solid walls through the half-way bounce-back condition [35] . The initial flow velocity was assumed to equal 0 at each grid point except at the inlet boundaries. In the solution of the concentration field, constant concentration boundary conditions were specified at the two inlets, i.e., the concentration of the chemical species was 1 at one inlet and 0 at the other. A zero concentration gradient was assumed at the outlet, and a zero flux at all solid surfaces. The initial concentration of the chemical species was 0 in the whole flow domain except at the inlet boundaries. Since the flow and concentration fields were symmetric with respect to the centerline of the flow cell, the following strategy was used to save computing time for Exp. IV-c. First, the flow and concentrations at the upper half of the flow cell were simulated. The centerline of the flow cell was treated as a symmetric boundary and the concentration along the centerline of the flow cell at y = 0 cm was fixed. The flow and concentrations at the lower half were then obtained using the symmetric feature. When the simulation reached steady state for Exp. I-c, the required number of iterations was about 4,800,000 and 800,000 for the flow field and concentration field, respectively. In contrast, only about 1,700 iterations were required for the steady state LB solution of the flow field in method 2. For Exp. IV-c, the required number of iterations was 11,200,000 and 4,000,000 for the flow field and concentration field, respectively. Method 2 was implemented over a strip of the flow cell [1] and an example strip is shown in Fig. 8a . To solve the flow field in this strip, constant pressures were specified at both the inlet and outlet, respectively. As for method 1, a no-slip boundary condition was specified on the solid walls and the MRT algorithm was used. The calculated flow field was then scaled to match the imposed Darcy velocity in the experiment. The main assumption for this method was that the flow field in the strip is repeatable throughout the flow cell. To obtain the concentration field, the timedependent advection-diffusion equation was solved using a conventional second-order accurate FV method. The initial condition was a solute concentration of 1 in one half of the strip and a concentration of 0 in the other. Zero-flux boundary conditions were imposed on the solid grains. Periodic boundary conditions were used in the direction of flow; hence, all solute flux out of the strip reentered the inlet. It was further assumed that as time evolves, the concentration distribution in the strip corresponded to the steady state spatial distribution in a strip located at distance equal to the mean velocity multiplied by time. That is, the concentration distribution at various times in the strip directly corresponded to the steady-state spatial distribution at successive strips from the inlet of the flow cell. As an example, Fig. 8b shows the concentration map in the strip that contains the transect x = 1.0 cm from the inlet for Exp. I-c. The transect at x = 1.0 cm corresponds to a time equal to 1.0 cm divided by the average flow velocity. The reader is referred to Acharya et al. [1] for further details of this method.
To have at least eight grids across the smallest pore throat [53] , grid units were used of different sizes for different experiments: 5 µm × 5 µm for Exp. I-c, 1 µm × 1 µm for both Exp. II-c and III-c, and 2.5 µm × 2.5 µm for Exp. IV-c. The grid sizes were the same for both methods. An overview of the number of grid cell and run times for the challenge experiments is presented in Table 5 .
University of Texas-pore-network model
The University of Texas (UT) group used a pore-network approach to predict transverse mixing. Pore networks are simplified representations of porous media and are networks of interconnected pores and throats. Oftentimes, pores are approximated by spheres and throats by cylinders. However, other shapes and geometries have been used by various authors (e.g., [54] ) depending on the application. It was attempted to honor the real geometry of the micromodel as closely as possible. Pore-network models typically assume that pores comprise all the volume of the pore space and that throats solely provide resistance to flow. In real, complex porous media the geometry of each throat in the network is unique. Here, relatively simple, 2D porous media are employed which have one (in Experiments I, II, and III) or a few (in Exp. IV) unique throat geometries. To accurately compute the hydraulic conductivities of the throats, shown in Fig. 9 for Exp. IV-c, COMSOL ® simulations were conducted by solving the Stokes equation directly and back calculating the hydraulic conductivity. The results are summarized in Table 6 .
The flow equation is obtained by imposing mass balance at every pore and since the fluid is Newtonian and incompressible, it results in a linear system of equations. Solving this system gives the pressure and velocity fields needed for subsequent solution of the transport equation. The details of this procedure are given by Mehmani et al. [42] , where the method was used to characterize calcite precipitation regimes in the context of carbon sequestration.
Network models typically employ an implicit perfect mixing assumption at the pores when modeling transport of species (e.g., [2, 33, 37, 42] ). However, at moderate to (Fig. 5) . Therefore, a network modeling method fundamentally different than the traditional approach was developed to formulate the transport system. This method, referred to as the streamline splitting method, predicts how inflowing streamlines within a pore split and distribute among outflowing throats. A detailed description of the method has been included in Mehmani et al. [41] . This is accomplished by solving a small optimization problem at each pore using the velocity field. In addition, intrapore diffusion is accounted for by regarding it as a source term in the balance equations written for each stream within a pore. All University of Texas-pore-network model (UT-PN) simulations presented here are obtained using the new streamline splitting method. Simulations were conducted for the learning and challenge experiments and the concentration fields were obtained representing intensity values at individual pores.
The field values were then interpolated to obtain the transect plots at the specified locations resulting in rather smooth plots. In all experiments, no adjusting or tuning was applied and the predictions were made directly from the given network and fluid input data. The predictions made for the learning experiments were excellent, especially in comparison to the traditional perfect mixing approach. A comparison between the perfect mixing approach and the streamline splitting method is shown in Fig. 10 for learning experiment Exp. Ia. Fig. 9 for throat configuration Constant flow rate boundary conditions were imposed in the x-direction by adjusting the inlet pressure while keeping the outlet pressure constant and all other boundaries were sealed. This was accomplished by keeping the outlet pressure at zero and adjusting the constant inlet pressure to match the experimental flow rate. The initial condition for the concentration field was taken to be zero in all pores, and a constant concentration boundary condition was used at the inlet where half of the inlet was kept at zero concentration and the other half at one. A zero concentration gradient boundary condition was imposed at the outlet. The transport system was solved using the ode23tb solver in Matlab which is an implementation of an implicit Runge-Kutta formula. The time stepping is handled adaptively and internally by the solver.
Network modeling is generally the preferred method in studying representative elementary volume (REV) scale domains due the computational advantage that comes with its relative simplicity. However the actual simulation run The code for the streamline splitting method is implemented in Matlab, and all simulations were run on a single desktop (Intel®Core™i7-3930K CPU 3.2 GHz). As shown in Table 6 , the average simulation run-time for the all the micromodels was in the order of a minute to reach steady state.
Shell Global Solutions-pore-network model
Shell Global Services also used a pore-network modeling (SGS-PN) method to solve the flow and transport systems in the micromodels. This method has been widely used for primarily multiphase flow simulations [28, 29] . The networks for the micromodels were generated analytically. Based on the pore-level analytical relations, a linear system of equations was composed and solved numerically.
First, the network of the void space was generated. The network comprises n large pores (referred to as pore bodies) connected to each other through m pore throats. The second step is to solve the pressure field over the network. The pressure field was calculated using a linear system of equations. The coefficient matrix was made up based on the conductance of the pores and their connectivity and the right hand side was composed by the constant flow boundary condition. The pores have rectangular cross-sections, so conductance of the pore throats could be calculated analytically. The conductance of the pore bodies was calculated numerically using COMSOL ® .
In the third step, solute transport (advection-diffusion) was solved explicitly for each computational node. The major issue in the network modeling of the experiments was to preserve the transport properties not only in the longitudinal direction but also in the transverse direction. In the common fashion of network modeling, the pore bodies were represented by a single numerical node, for which fluid pressures are calculated. Thus, the linear system of equations would have n unknowns. Using this method, a perfect mixing assumption was applied to the pore bodies, which was not valid in these experiments. Experimental results (Section 3) show that the transverse dispersion is a strong function of flow rate and with a perfect mixing assumption in pore bodies, reproduction of this dependence would not be possible [20] . To overcome this problem, the ends of pore throats were chosen as the computation nodes, resulting in a system of equations with 2 m unknowns. The dramatic differences in results between the fully mixed and modified method are shown in Fig. 11 for Exp. I-a. Selecting the end of pore throats instead of center of pore bodies as the computational nodes means that in a given pore body, the total number of computational nodes will be the same as the coordination number of that pore body. Calculation of hydraulic properties between these nodes in a pore body can be done using detailed CFD models or commercial software such as COMSOL ® . In this study, due to the network periodicity, simple pore geometry and network structure, calculation of the subpore level hydraulic properties was not a challenge. However, for a natural 3D porous medium, it would be necessary to couple pore network and continuum-scale simulators to implement a similar algorithm.
In all the experiments, the concentration was initially set to zero in all pores. At the upstream boundary, half of the boundary was set to a concentration of 1 and the other half to 0. A constant flow rate was applied to all the pore bodies on the upstream boundary. The pressure at the lower boundary was set to zero. After solving the pressure field, the transport was solved in an explicit way and time stepping was determined based on the minimum residual time needed to reach the unit concentration based on the mass flux of concentration. Simulations were terminated upon reaching a steady-state condition.
The learning experiments were used to evaluate and calibrate the performance of the simulations. Since diffusion in the pore bodies was more complex than in the pore throats, it was needed to calibrate the effective cross-sections needed for diffusion. Once calibrated for a given learning experiment and a given topology/geometry, the model was able to reproduce the other learning experiments without further calibration.
Since the network modeling is a mechanistic approach simplifying the subpore-level physics, it is computationally much cheaper than other pore-level approaches. All the simulations have been performed using a Fujitsu Lifebook Laptop (E series) with an i7 M620 Intel®processor (2.67 GHz) and 8 GB RAM. All simulations took less than 2 min to reach a steady-state condition, which is comparable to the run times reported for the UT-PN pore network simulations.
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory-computational fluid dynamics method
The Environmental Hydraulics team in the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) Hydrology Group conducted simulations of the experimental sets using the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method. The applied CFD method uses a finite-volume discretization of the governing equations for conversation of mass, momentum (NavierStokes) and scalars. The CFD applications to pore-scale simulations are often referred as direct numerical simulations because the governing conservation equations for laminar flow and transport are solved on a fixed mesh that retains the full topology of the pore geometry and, for gridindependent solutions, are effectively exact solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations. Previous research using the CFD approach includes flow simulations of reactive geochemical components [44] , vortex development in homogenoeus grain arrangements [8] , laminar flow, and scalar transport in a tube with sinusoidal-wavy walls [50] , and 3D pore-scale flow in a bead pack [61] .
The spatial distribution of flow and a passive scalar were obtained by solving the conservation equations for mass and momentum, as well as the transport equation. The solution of governing equations was obtained by using a segregated flow solver which resolves the velocity and pressure distributions separately first, and later links them by a prediction-correction approach that ensured that the computed velocity and pressure fields were consistent with both mass and momentum conservation. The density was constant, the flow was laminar, and a second-order convection scheme was used for the momentum. A standard FV method was used to transform the partial differential equation version of the conservation equations into a system of algebraic equations that was solved using iterative linear algebra methods. The passive scalar transport equation was also solved with a second-order convection scheme at steady-state, with a Schmidt number (Sc = μ/ρD m ; μis the dynamic viscosity; ρis the fluid density; D m is the molecular diffusion coefficient) value of 2,335 to achieve a molecular diffusivity as reported from the experiments for the tracer Alexa 488. For the learning experiments, the results showed that the solution was nearly insensitive to either a 2D or 3D spatial scheme, and therefore, the challenge cases were run on 2D meshes for computational efficiency.
The boundary condition at each inlet was set as a constant mass flow rate equal to half of the total injection rate reported from the experiments. The passive scalar values at the inlets were set equal to 1.0 and 0.0 for the tracer and clear water inflows, respectively. All solid walls were modeled as 'nonslip' velocity boundaries together with a zeroflux scalar condition. Flow recirculation was suppresed at the outlet for which all flow and scalar must exit the domain through the outlet. The initial conditions were global, with a flow velocity equal to the prescribed Darcy velocity for each experimental case, while the scalar was set equal to 1.0 and 0.0 over each half of the model following the tracer and clear water inflows, correspondingly. The choice of such initial conditions, while not essential, in general sped up the convergence of the flow and transport solutions and reduced computational time. Because the flow and scalar solutions were uncoupled, the velocity field was solved first, and upon convergence, the scalar transport equation was subsequently solved. In general, the flow solution inside the porous region converged faster and the velocities past the pores towards the outlet converged slower. Besides the pore network, the computational domain included the complete inlet and outlet structures of the micromodel. The capability of the CFD method to include the entire micromodel could also be useful to aid in the design of future experiments. Examples of steady-state simulations, including the whole micromodel, are shown in Fig. 12 for Exp. I-c and IV-c.
The learning cases were used to quantify the effects of mesh spatial density (grid refinement), mesh structure, and solver on transverse mixing. Based on a series of test simulations, it was decided to use a hexahedral computational cells for Exp. I-c and triangular prism cells for the other challenge experiments. For all the challenge simulations, the minimum number of cells across a throat was determined to be eight. The total number of cells for Exp. I-c, II-c, III-c, and IV-c were 4.5, 6.5, 36.6, and 8.0 million, respectively. Two CFD solvers were tested in the simulations: a commercial software (STAR-CCM+, CD-adapco, Melville, NY, USA) and Transient Energy Transport Hydrodynamics Simulator (TETHYS), developed at PNNL [50] . Differences in results between the solvers were small and the STAR-CCM+ solver was used for the challenge simulations
The solutions were run on a mid-size parallel computer cluster with the number of processors used ranging from 48 to 96, depending upon the mesh size. The flow field solution was found to converge in about 50-100 K iterations, which translated to a computational time ranging from 24 h (e.g., <5 M cells, on 48 processors) to 7 days (>20 M cells, on 96 processors). Because the converged steady-state flow solution was used, the solute transport simulation ran much faster compared to the flowsolving simulation, with a computational time ranging from 6 to 24 h on the afore mentioned computational resources. Continuum-scale modeling of experimental pore-scale solute transport has been limited. Corapciogliu et al. [14, 15] modeled transport in horizontal glass bead micromodels to obtain longitudinal dispersion coefficients. Willingham et al. [60] compared lattice Boltzmann porescale and continuum-scale modeling to experimental results of transverse dispersion, using similar micromodels as the ones used in this paper. The Pacific Northwest National Laboratory-continuum (PNNL-C) flow and solute transport simulations of the experiments were conducted with the water mode of the Subsurface Transport Over Multiple Phases (STOMP) simulator [58] . This fully implicit integrated finite difference mode of the simulator has been used to simulate a variety of single-and multiphase systems including (reactive) solute transport (e.g., [9, 47] ). The governing partial differential equation for water is discretized using the integrated-volume finite difference method by integrating over a control volume. Using Euler backward time differencing, yielding a fully implicit scheme, a series of nonlinear algebraic expressions is derived. The algebraic forms of the nonlinear governing equations are solved with a multivariable, residual-based Newton-Raphson iterative technique, where the Jacobian coefficient matrix is composed of the partial derivatives of the governing equations with respect to the aqueous pressure. For the simulations described in this paper, the maximum number of NewtonRaphson iterations was eight, with a convergence factor of 10 −6 . Solute transport was evaluated sequentially from solving the water mass balance equation using a total variation diminishing method.
For all simulations, a Neumann flow boundary conditions was applied at x = 0 and a constant atmospheric pressure was imposed at x = L. For the sequentially solved transport equation, a third-type (Cauchy) boundary conditions was used at the inlet plane and only advective transport was allowed over the outlet plane. Based on an exercise with several levels of refinement, the 2 × 1-cm computational domain was discretized into 80,000 grid cells with a uniform size of 50 × 50 μm. To allow the injected fluid to be distributed properly over the low-and high-permeability zones in Exp. IV-c, the computational domain was extended by 1 cm to x = −1 cm at the upstream end of the network. By assigning the extension a permeability 1,000 times, the permeability of the high permeability zone and a porosity of 0.99, the injected fluid at x = −1 cm would enter the zones with the appropriate rates at x = 0 cm.
A complicating factor for using continuum modeling of transverse mixing is the need to provide dispersivity values to compute the dispersion coefficient. For this comparison effort, the estimation of the dispersivity values to simulate the challenge experiments needed to be based on the results from the learning experiments. The approach chosen for the PNNL-C application was to first compute dispersivity values based on a relation proposed by Rolle et al. [51] and then to scale these theoretical values to the challenge set estimates using a simple linear scaling. Based on results of flow cell experiments using grain sizes similar to the post sizes used in the micromodel experiments, Rolle et al. [51] wrote the transverse dispersion coefficient as
where D t /vd represents an inverse dynamic Peclet number. Using this representation, Rolle et al. [51] showed that the traditional linear parameterization of the dispersion coefficient (Eq. (2), [17, 52] ) can be expressed as
where c is 3/16 and the dispersivity according to Eq. (2) is 3d/16. Because it was obvious from the learning experiments that Eq. (4) was not valid, Eq. (3) was used in a procedure to obtain the dispersivities for the challenge experiments. First, aD t value was computed for each of the learning experiments, followed by an apparent α t value using Eq. (2). These theoretical apparent α t values were then plotted against the experimental dispersivities (Table 2 ) and a linear relation was fitted to the data (Fig. 13) . This linear relation was used to compute the estimated α t values for challenge Experiments I-c, II-c, and III-c, as shown in Table 7 . A modified procedure was applied for Exp. IV-c because of the nonhomogeneous flow field (Fig. 14a) . For this case, individual dispersivities were obtained for each of the 80,000 grid cells using the linear relation shown in Fig. 13 . The resulting heterogeneous apparent α t distribution is shown in Fig. 14b 
Comparisons between experimental and simulation results
Comparisons between the experimental and numerical results are shown for the periodic challenge cases (I-c, IIc, and III-c) in Fig. 15 for the transect at x = 1.75 cm.
In Fig. 16 , comparisons are shown for the flow-focusing case (IV-c) at x = 0.75 cm and x = 1.75 cm. The relation in Eq. (1) was fitted to the breakthrough curves to obtain D t values and Eq. (2) was used to obtain apparent α t values. Average values for all seven transects are shown in Table 8 for the periodic case. For the flow focusing case, the fitted D t and α t values at x = 0.75 and x = 1.75 cm are shown, obtained by applying the average micromodel porosity (Table 1 ) and linear velocity ( Table 2 ). It should be noted that for the results shown in Figs. 15 and 16 , the UI/LANL-LB modelers provided their output at the x transects nearest to x = 1.75 going through the center of a post at y = 0 cm. The SNL-LB, PNNL-CFD, and both PN models provided transects at the location nearest x = 1.75 through the center of a pore body. Given that the maximum distance between these two approaches is only 240 μm (for Exp. I-c and Exp. IV-c), the effect of the difference is relatively minor atx = 1.75 cm. In Figs. 15 and 16 , the fitted experimental data are shown to ensure that the modeling results are visible. The plots in Figs. 15 and 16 indicate that the PNNL-C model predicted sharper breakthrough curves than the experiments and the pore-scale models for all cases, except for III-c. The used α t values for this model, based on Eq. (3), are considerably smaller than for the pore-scale models. The discrepancy indicates that Eq. (3) may not be general enough for the experimental micromodels used in this study.
The comparisons show that the pore-scale models were able to satisfactorily simulate all experiments, although some minor differences were observed. The reasonable matches can to a large extent be attributed to the availability of data from learning experiments to allow modification of the used algorithms for solute transport for the PN models, and implementation of suggested throat discretization [53] for the LB and CFD models. All models were able to simulate mixing in pore bodies, allowing for properly dispersed solute plumes as a function of distance from the inlet.
The acceptable matches indicate that the models are able to simulate transverse dispersion correctly under the Fig. 15a , differences between the SNL-LB and PNNL-CFD are small and plots are difficult to distinguish conditions imposed in the micromodels, resulting in apparent α t values that are dependent on pore-water velocity, grain diameter, pore-aspect ratio, and flow focusing.
Summary and conclusions
Four sets of nonreactive solute transport experiments in microfluidic pore networks were conducted with flow velocity, grain diameter, pore-aspect ratio, and flowfocusing heterogeneity as the variables. For each variable, full data sets of two learning experiments were made available to participating modeling groups to train and test their pore-scale simulators. The groups were asked to supply modeling results of challenge experiments for which only the experimental description and base input parameters (e.g., porosity, permeability, pore-network geometry, initial and boundary conditions) were provided. Five pore-scale models and one continuum-scale model were used to simulate the experiments. Of the pore-scale models, two used a pore-network method (SGS-PN and UT-PN), two others a lattice Boltzmann method (SNL-LB and UI/LANL-LB), and computational fluid dynamics (PNNL-CFD).
Through variations in the water velocity and grain diameters, a nonlinear dependence of the dispersion coefficient on the Peclet number was demonstrated in the experiments. An increase in the pore-aspect ratio from 4.5 to 14 only resulted in minor increases in transverse mixing. Consistent with earlier experimental micromodel work by Willingham et al. [60] , considerably enhanced mixing occurred as the result of flow focusing in a high-permeable flow path.
The learning experiments were successfully used by all groups to prepare for the challenge experiments. Both PN models modified the standard full mixing approach in pore bodies into approaches simulating incomplete mixing. The SGS-PN model adopted an algorithm to use computation nodes at the ends of pore throats instead of solving for fluid pressure and concentration at the center of pore body. The UT-PN model simulations experienced major improvements by using a stream-splitting method, predicting how streamlines split within a pore and distribute into outflowing throats [41] . The results from both teams illustrate that PN models offer predictive capabilities, provided the system geometry has been characterized appropriately and fluid flow and transport physics are modeled properly. When applied to natural rock samples, such models may introduce considerably arbitrariness in the network abstraction. Though pore networks simplify the geometry of the problem, the description of the physics still remains to be addressed and modifications of the traditional approaches may need to be made to achieve this, as was shown by Mehmani et al. [41] .
The relative simple geometry of the used micromodels in this benchmark makes the solute transport problems compatible with Fickian dispersion. However, for natural rock and more complex porous media, several groups have shown (e.g., [6] ) that non-Fickian dispersion may arise as a result of the effects of stagnant flow areas. Under these conditions, the heterogeneity of the medium delays or prevents the transport to reach asymptotic regimes and some porescale modeling methods may show more dispersion than experimentally observed. For PN models, a correct porelevel implementation of the physics of the problem should capture non-Fickian dispersion on an assemblage of pores and throats (i.e., a network), and these methods may therefore be applicable for complex porous material including rocks. For a practical application of the developed network methodology on real disordered granular media (e.g., [41] . Non-Fickian dispersion observed in a more complex pore structure with stagnant flow areas has been captured using the discussed lattice Boltzmann methods [38, 62] . The LB and CFD models used the learning experiments primarily to appropriately discretize the grid representations, with all groups following the recommendation by Taymaz et al. [53] to use at least eight nodes across the smallest pore throat. The adaption of this discretization resulting in grid cells in the order of 1 × 1 μm, totaling several million grid nodes for some of the simulations. For the PNNL-C model, estimates needed to be provided for the required dispersivity input values for the challenge experiments based on fitted values for the learning experiments. A method was developed using a published nonlinear relation [51] between transverse dispersion coefficients and Peclet numbers, scaled to the experimental observations.
Comparisons between experimental and numerical results for the four challenge experiments show that all porescale models were able to satisfactorily simulate the experiments. The reasonable matches can be largely attributed to the availability of the data from the learning experiments and the efforts to modify mixing algorithms or apply the proper spatial discretization. The PNNL-C model considerably underestimated the required dispersivity values resulting in less dispersion and sharper breakthrough curves. A potential reason for the differences between experiment and prediction may be that the used relation between the transverse dispersion coefficient and the Peclet number obtained from Rolle et al. [51] was not sufficiently applicable to the micromodels.
The relative simplicity of the PN models resulted in simulation times in the order of minutes. On the other hand, the computational needs of the direct LB and CFD models were substantial, with run times up to several days on supercomputers to resolve the more complex problems dealing with high pore-aspect ratios and a flow-focusing heterogeneity. In terms of computational demands, the continuum model ranked in between the PN and direct models, with run times in the order of hours on a regular Linux workstation. This comparison of run times does not take into account the effect associated with the simulation preparation. For instance, for the PN models, conductivities had to be computed for the pore throats and the PNNL-C simulation required calculation of representative dispersivity values.
This paper is the first contribution of a series of three model comparison efforts. The next experimental set offered to the modeling community covers reactive solute transport problems in homogeneous and heterogeneous micromodels. The final set consists of multiphase displacement experiments with variables such as wettability, nonwetting fluid entry pressure, and pore-aspect ratio. Center 
